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Edge Information Management Announces Retirement of President Joe Langford and 

Welcomes New President Chad Stair. 

 

Melbourne, FL – November 2023 - Edge Information Management Announces Retirement of 

President Joe Langford and Welcomes New President Chad Stair. Melbourne, FL – November 

2023 - Edge Information Management, a leader in the employment background screening and 

drug screening industry, today announced the retirement of its long-standing President, Joe 

Langford, effective December 31, 2023. After a remarkable 31-year tenure at the helm of the 

company, Joe will continue to contribute to Edge's growth and vision as he will remain a 

member of the Board of Directors. 

 

Joe Langford expressed his gratitude to clients and colleagues, "As I close out my time as 

President, I extend my heartfelt “Thank You” to our clients for placing your trust in Edge. In the 

years ahead, I look forward to seeing continued client successes, which have always been the 

driving force behind our company's growth. I must also express my appreciation to Edge’s 

management team, several of whom I have worked with for 20 plus years. I have been blessed 

to work alongside individuals who operate with honesty and integrity. Their work ethic and 

desire to deliver our services “the right way” is unmatched.  I am thankful to know them 

personally as well as professionally and will truly miss them and the teams they lead."  

 

Chad Stair, who currently serves as the Vice President of Sales and Services, will be stepping into 

the role of President. Bringing over two decades of experience in the Consumer Reporting 

Agency industry, Chad has been an integral part of Edge's leadership team since 2017. His deep 

understanding of the company’s values, culture, operational processes, and technological 



innovations positions him ideally to lead Edge Information Management into its next chapter of 

client-focused growth and excellence. Chad Stair acknowledges the strong foundation laid by 

Joe and the existing management team and under Chad’s leadership, Edge's focus will remain 

on expanding its client base, maintaining engaging client relationships, and continuing to deliver 

high-quality, compliant services that have defined the Edge's reputation. As Edge Information 

Management embarks on this new era, the company reiterates its commitment to providing 

top-tier services and maintaining the trust and confidence of its clients. We invite our clients, 

partners, and friends in the industry to join us in celebrating Joe Langford's outstanding 

contributions and welcoming Chad Stair as the new President of Edge Information 

Management.  


